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A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE
RADIATING VISCOUS STAGNATION STREAMLINE
FLOW WITH STRONG BLOWING
By G. Louis Smith and L. Bernard Garrett
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
A computer program (program LEE) has been developed to calculate the fully
coupled solution of the radiating viscous stagnation streamline flow with strong blowing.
Program LEE was developed for the study reported in NASA TR R-388. The present
report describes the digital computer program, including FORTRAN IV listing, flow
charts, instructions for the user, and a test case with input and output. Program LEE
is available through COSMIC.
INTRODUCTION
An implicit finite difference solution to the viscous shock-layer stagnation stream-
line flow with radiation and strong blowing is presented in references 1 and 2. Program
LEE (Langley computer program A3899) was developed to make the calculations reported
in references 1 and 2. A detailed radiative transport code (RATRAP) that accounts for
the important radiative exchange processes for gaseous mixtures is used (ref. 3).
Chemical equilibrium of the flow is assumed, and the equilibrium composition of the air-
injection products mixture is computed by a free-energy minimization routine (FEMP)
within RATRAP.
The program may be used for the stagnation streamline of a two-dimensional body,
an axisymmetric body, or a three-dimensional body with two orthogonal planes of sym-
metry. The difference between these cases is mainly in the continuity equation. For the
three-dimensional case, there are two components of velocity around the body to consider,
but the momentum equation is the same for both components.
A description of the computer program is presented in this paper. Included are
program listing, flow charts, instructions for the user, and a test case with input and
output listings. Copies of the program LEE computer deck are available through COSMIC
(Computer Software Management and Information Center at Barrow Hall, University of
Georgia, Athens, Georgia).
SYMBOLS
a tangential velocity gradient, ~-^-
b tangential velocity gradient, |^
oz
Cp specific heat at constant pressure
D1 _ binary diffusion coefficient
H specific total enthalpy
h specific static enthalpy
t_j
I index for nodal point
K body curvature




N number of node points in finite difference solution
Np " Prandtl number
NR Reynolds number
p static pressure
2 -5p' free-stream static pressure, dynes/cm (where 1 dyne = 10" newton)
qR net radiative heat flux in y-direction
R! radius of body, cm
2
r radius measured from axis of symmetry of body (see fig. 1)
UJo free-stream velocity, cm/sec
u component of velocity parallel to surface in x-direction
v component of velocity normal to surface
w component of velocity parallel to surface in z-direction
x distance measured along body surface (see fig. 1)
y distance measured normal to body surface (see fig. 1)
L - i_ j
z distance measured along body surface in plane normal to plane in which x
is measured
a. mass fraction of ith chemical species
a mass fraction of foreign or ablation products
F
dx 7x=0
-/•'Otransformed shock -layer thickness, / P (y) dy
error criterion for density
transformed coordinate normal to body surface (see fig. 2), — / p (y) dy
/Q
scale factor, 1 + Ky
1 f
6 J
K. dummy scale factor















Unprimed symbols are nondimensional. All dimensional symbols are primed.
Shock wave
Body surface




Figure 2. - Flow-field coordinate system in the transformed coordinates.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The equations which govern radiating viscous flow along the stagnation streamline



















NRe ^ VNPr dy NRe dyl Npr dy j' dy \ l'R,y (4)
Diffusion:
-7— I (CK.pD10dy i 12
d
^F\
,' I - KK.PVdy/ i
d a
= 0 (5)
These equations are written in the coordinate system shown in figure 1. In these equations,
K . = 1 for the two-dimensional case, K. = K for the axisymmetric case, and K. = K for
1 1 1 Z
the three-dimensional case.
For the case of a three-dimensional body with two orthogonal planes of symmetry
x is the distance from the stagnation point around the body in one plane of symmetry and
z is the distance measured in the other plane of symmetry. There are two corresponding
orthogonal components of velocity u and w parallel to the body surface. The stagnation
streamline equations, which are the limit forms of the fluid-flow equations, involve the
terms a =—— and b - —. For two-dimensional flow, b and z-curvature vanish. Forax az
axisymmetric flow, b is identical with a. The quantities have been nondimensionalized
as follows (where primes denote dimensional quantities):
x' ,y ' ,r '




























The symbol R' which is used for nondimensionalization is not restricted to being the nose
radius of curvature. For example, for a flat disk, RJ can be the disk radius. The
following restrictions are made on the problem:
(1) The gas is in local thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium.
(2) Diffusion is governed by a binary diffusion model.
(3) Radiative energy transport occurs within a one-dimensional, infinite, planar
slab (tangent-slab approximation).
(4) The gas density must be high enough that the shock wave is thin relative to
the shock layer.
The transform variable
i = f I p(y)5 J c\
is defined where
3 = dy (8)
It is seen that this transformation is defined such that the shock wave is fixed at n = 1.
The transformation of equation (7) is applied to equations (1) to (5) so that they can be









KP v da 2
 T,
'—•— A~ - P& + Kp av = -0 (10a)
z-momentum:
—- -3— - pb + K pbv = -(3
y-momentum:
Energy:




d / 2. dV\ -. _ d5I
The user is cautioned that the normal velocity v has been redefined as negative in the
positive y- or n -direction in the aforementioned equations. The purpose of this sign
change is to make v positive across the shock layer, except within the layer of injected
products. The flow-field coordinate system is shown in figure 2. The boundary condition
at the wall for the diffusion equation has been generalized from that used in references 1
and 2 for strong blowing and is
d5
D12 "dy- + WF = v < * = ° >
This boundary condition is appropriate also for moderate blowing rates.
Equations (10), (12), and (13) are written infinite difference form by using a
central-difference formula for second derivatives and windward differencing for first
derivatives in convective terms. Equations (9) and (11) are integrated for (KK. /OV) and p,
respectively, subject to boundary conditions at the shock wave. Up tb 100 node points
may be used for the solution. These node points are evenly spaced im?.
PROGRAM ORGANIZATION
The governing equations (9) to (13) are solved by an iterative scheme as shown in
figure 3 and are discussed in reference 2. This section of the report describes subpro-
grams used to carry out the computation. A flow chart of each subprogram is included
except where computation is straightforward. A full listing of program LEE is given in
appendix A. The input is described in appendix B, and the output is described in appen-
dix C. Langley library subroutines which are used are described in appendixes D, E,














Initializes program, iterates density and
flow equations, and prints results
Reads spectral data input for RATRAP
Initializes flow variables
Solves Rankine-Hugoniot relations for post-
shock conditions
Function used by RANHUG
Option of input for initial profiles
Iterates flow equations to solution
Computes density, compares with previous
value
Solves continuity equation for v
Solves y-momentum equation for p






















Solves x-momentum equation for a and, if
necessary, for b
Solves energy equation for h and H
Calls RATRAP for radiation heat flux at NIC
points and linearly interpolates for remain-
der of N points; also updates density
Computes post-shock temperature
2
Computes j3 = - -Ms-
ax
Computes dimensional p' and h', given
nondimensional p and h
Equation of state, p (p, h, a .)
Computes binary diffusion coefficient
Computes Prandtl number and nondimensional
viscosity profiles, given p and h profiles
Computes dimensional viscosity using tables
of reference 4
Computes Prandtl number using tables of
reference 4
Given a profile y.(x.), computes profile
dx
Given a profile y.(x.), computes profile
'0
y( £) d £ , where I is a dummy variable
Solves Ax = D by Potter's method where A




SET Sets one array equal to another
ITEST Computes number of C(I) differing from
B(I), where C and B are arrays, by
amount exceeding a specified E
RATRAP Radiation transport code (ref. 3)
The radiation transport code RATRAP, developed by K. H. Wilson (ref. 3), is
used as a subroutine. It uses a number of subprograms which are listed as part of
appendix A; these are all described in reference 3. Included among these is a free-energy
minimization program (FEMP) which solves for the mass fractions of the individual
species. The many spectral data required for RATRAP are read in by GETREDY at the
beginning of the computations. Radiative flux is computed at each of a desired number N
of evenly spaced points. The N is input in NAMELIST NAM4.
Langley library subroutines of the SCOPE 3. 0 operating system which are used
in the LEE program are ITR1, FTLUP, and DISCOT. These are described in appen-
dixes D, E, and F, respectively.
In some of the flow charts, the operations "damp and clip" appear. "Damp" refers
to computing a value for a given variable by weighting the value most recently computed
with its value from the previous iteration, for each nodal point. For example, the value
computed for density would be
where dp is the damping factor for density. The purpose of damping is to suppress
numerical oscillations from one iteration to the next, and thereby improve convergence.
The selection of dp is discussed in references 1 and 2. "Clip" refers to the require-
ment that a profile not go below or above some value. For example, an intermediate
iteration may give an excessive radiation divergence term, thus causing an unrealistic
dip in the enthalpy profile. This condition is alleviated by requiring that H(I) be at least




LEE is the main program. It calls subroutines GETREDY and INITIAL, which
input data and initialize profiles, respectively. Then, LEE directs the solution of the
fluid-flow equations and the density computation by successive iteration until convergence





















The INITIAL subroutine performs those tasks which must be done before the
interaction of the profiles can begin. The conditions of the problem are read in. Post-
shock conditions are computed. Profiles of various flow quantities are initialized by one
of two options. If IUPDATE ^ 0, linear and second-order profiles are assumed initially
across the shock layer. If IUPDATE > 0, the UPDATE subroutine is called to input


















The RANHUG subroutine computes the properties behind a normal shock wave.
An initial guess of pressure and static enthalpy is made and an initial guess for density
ROSHOCK is computed on this basis. Starting with this value, a Newton-Raphson sub-
routine ITR1 iterates to compute ROSHOCK to the desired accuracy. The ITR1 subroutine























The FOFXRO function subprogram calls ITR1 to compute ROSHOCK. It uses
the Rankine-Hugoniot equations and equation of state (as represented by RHOSY) to











The UPDATE subroutine reads NAMELISTs for the profiles required to begin
the iteration for the solution, provided that IUPDATE >0. This option allows the user












The FLOW subroutine iterates the fluid-flow equations by computing the a(r?),
v(*?)> n(r?), p(i?)> and a-^M profiles and shock-wave standoff distance for a given P(T?)




























The CHEXRO subroutine computes a density profile RO(I) from the most recent
p(I), h(I), and elemental profiles. This RO(I) profile is compared with the previous
profile and if the accuracy criterion is satisfied, ICHXRO is set equal to 0; otherwise,
ICHXRO is set equal to 1. The RO(I) profile is then damped by using the previous value.
Subroutine ICHXRO is used by LEE to determine whether the solution has converged or



















The MASS subroutine integrates the tangential flow gradient pa ( r? ) to compute
the normal mass flow pv (77) in accordance with the continuity equation. Also, the shock-
layer thickness and the transformation from n to y are computed. Finally, the physical
thickness of the shock layer DELBA is computed. There are three geometry options:
IDIM = 1 for two-dimensional flow, IDIM = 2 for axisymmetric flow, and IDIM = 3 for
the stagnation streamline of a three-dimensional body.
When the computation enters the MASS subroutine, the geometry option flag IDIM
is checked, in effect selecting which of equations 9(a), (b), or (c) is to be used. The
right-hand side of the selected equation is computed and integrated, without the factor
of 5. The appropriate scale factors are then divided out, and 5 is computed so that
(pv) = 1. The remaining computations follow in sequence. The flow chart for MASSs
is given as follows:
C Subroutine MASS






















The Y MOMNTM subroutine integrates the y-momentum equation by using a
density p(I) and velocity profile v(I). The flow chart for Y MOMNTM is given as follows:







The SPECIES subroutine solves the binary diffusion equation for the mass fraction
profile a
 F(I) of the injected mass. The elemental mass fractions a .(I) are then computed
















The X MOMNTM subroutine solves the viscous x-momentum equation for the
tangential velocity gradient profile a(I). Because this equation is nonlinear in a(I), a
quasilinear approach is used, whereby the solution is computed by iteration. The flow





















The ENERGY subroutine solves the energy equation. The RATRAP code is used9q-p -.
to compute radiation heat fluxes qR (I), from which —^ is computed. The energy
equation is solved for H(I), after which h(I) is computed. The flow chart for ENERGY














The RADARAY subroutine calls RATRAP for the radiation heat fluxes QR(I) at
NIC points and linearly interpolates for the values of QR(I) (where QR(I) = q_ (I)) at the
rt>y
remaining points if IRFLUX > 0. If IRFLUX g 0, QR(I) is set equal to zero. Also, density
RO(I) is updated according to the most recent p(I), h(I), and elemental profiles. If damping
of the density profile RO(I) is desired, RODAMP is set equal to some positive integer in
the NAMELIST NAM4 input. If so, the old density profile, stored in XNRO(I), is used.

















Several of the gas-properties subprograms are for specific gases, for example,
air. For other gases, these subprograms should be replaced. The VISCOS and PRANDTL
function subprograms select values by using tables from reference 4, which constitute
most of the BLOCK DATA subprogram. The DIFCOEF subroutine computes a binary
coefficient for a mixture of atomic hydrogen and atomic nitrogen.
The RATRAP subroutine is used to compute the equilibrium composition, density,
and temperature of a gaseous mixture of hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon by use
of a free-energy minimization subroutine (FEMP).
, USAGE
Program Information and Deck Configuration
Program LEE was written in the FORTRAN IV language for the Control Data 6600
computer system under the SCOPE 3. 0 operating system. A field length of 150 000
locations is required. Computing time depends on the blowing rate and the accuracy of
the initial profiles assumed; but it is of the order of 20 to 30 minutes for cases with radi-
ation for 21 node points and radiation computed at 11 node points. The vast majority of
the time is spent in the very complicated radiation computations. The flow-computation
time for fixed density and no radiation is approximately 1 second for each iteration with-
in the FLOW subroutine, so that 2 to 4 seconds are required for a converged solution.
The computation time using FEMP for computing the equilibrium chemistry of the air-
ablation product mixture and without radiation computations was found to be 1 -^, 2^-,
* l l
and 3^- minutes for nondimensional blowing rates of 0, -0.1, and -0.2, respectively.
6
In this case, most of the time is spent in chemistry computations. The following sketch



















The RATRAP data deck is supplied with a permanent code and is not normally
modified. A listing of the input cards is included with the sample case. Following the
RATRAP data deck is the LEE case-input data, which is loaded by NAMELIST. The
first group of data, in NAM4, are numbers which may be varied at will but are usually
left unchanged. The next group of data, in NAM5, specifies the case of interest. The
final data are optional; these are the profiles which may be read in, arid they are in
NAMl, NAM2, and NAM3. The input symbols are nondimensional except where indicated.
29























option for damping density: 0 no damping used on density
1 damping used on density
damping used on static enthalpy profile
damping used on density profile
accuracy criterion for pressure
accuracy criterion for pv
accuracy criterion for tangential velocity gradient, a -^ ;
oX
i j r u 9W
also used for b = —3z
accuracy criterion used in solving x-momentum equation
relative accuracy criterion for density
maximum number of iterations allowed within FLOW
number of points for which RATRAP computes radiative fluxes,
up to 100
curvature of body at x = 0 in plane in which x is measured
curvature of body for three-dimensional case at x = 0, z = 0
in plane in which z is measured (used only for IDIM = 3)
( 4^ | (used omv for IDIM = 3)
s
(used only for IDIM = 3)
\dz /x=0, z=0
are given as follows:
radiation option: 0 no radiation computed
1 radiation computed
30
IUPDATE option for inputing initial guess profiles:
0 no profile read in, assume linear
1 read in profile
ALPINJC mass fraction of carbon in ablation products injected
ALPINJO mass fraction of oxygen in ablation products injected
ALPINJH mass fraction of hydrogen in ablation products injected




AS value of a at shock wave
2 _5
PINP free-stream pressure, dynes/cm (where 1 dyne = 10 newton)
2
RHOINP free-stream density, g/cm
U1NP free-stream velocity, cm/sec
RB body radius at x = 0, cm
ROVW mass injection rate (negative)
HW wall static enthalpy
ALPINFN free-stream mass fraction of nitrogen
ALPINFO free-stream mass fraction of oxygen
ALPINFC free-stream mass fraction of carbon
ALPINFH free -stream mass fraction of hydrogen
The NAM1 data are given as follows:
RO(I) density profile, initial guess
ROV(I) profile of mass flow normal to body, initial guess
The NAM2 data are given as follows:
A(I) profile of tangential velocity gradient, initial guess
H(I) static enthalpy profile, initial guess
31
P(I) pressure profile, initial guess
DELTA initial guess of transformed shock-layer thickness
The NAM3 data are given as follows:
AFOR(I) profile of mass fraction of injected species where
I = 1, 2, ... N
A sample set of input data is given in appendix B. This case corresponds to a
304.8-cni (10-ft) nose radius body at an altitude of 60.96 km (200000 ft) with a velocity
of 15. 25 km/sec (50000 ft/sec). This is typical of a manned reentry for a Mars return.
Air is being injected at a high rate (0.1 of free-stream value of mass flux).
Discussion of Output
The output of program LEE consists of printing only. Output for the sample case
is shown in appendix C. The first page of output, printed by INITIAL, gives the conditions
of the case, followed by the postshock conditions. The NAME LIST inputs NAM4 and
NAM5 are printed on following pages, also by INITIAL. Next, equilibrium composition
profiles as computed by FEMP from the initial pressure and static enthalpy profiles are
written by RATRAP. If the radiation option is used, radiative heat fluxes are written.
The next page shows the initial flow profiles, printed by INITIAL. For each pass through
FLOW, the profiles of the various flow parameters are written. These are followed by
profiles of elemental distribution, printed by SPECIES. If the radiation option is used,
radiative heat fluxes are printed by "RATRAP. Once the iteration for the full-coupled
solution has converged, the message "VARIABLE DENSITY SOLN CONVERGED" is
printed by LEE. The output symbols are nondimensional, except where indicated.








































P, density (latest value)
p, density (previous value)
h, static enthalpy (latest value)
h, static enthalpy (previous value)
T', temperature, kelvin
a _,, elemental mass fraction of carbon
\s
a.,., elemental mass fraction of nitrogen
a „, elemental mass fraction of oxygen
a „, elemental mass fraction of hydrogen
n
a „, total mass fraction of injected products
c
total mass fraction of free-stream gas
33




total radiative heat flux toward shock wave due to atomic
2
emission, W/cm




net radiative heat flux, W/cm
Error Messages
The following table gives the error diagnostics as the message and the corre-
sponding subprogram which prints the message:
Message
FLOW SOLUTION NOT CONVERGED
MOMENTUM FAILS TO CONVERGE
FEMP BLEW .. .
MAXIMUM ITERATIONS EXCEEDED IN RANHUG . . . .
ZERO DERIVATIVE IN RANHUG .
H(I) LESS THAN H(l)
AFORI(I) LESS THAN 1 E-06
AFOR(I) GREATER THAN 0 999999
TEMPERATURE TOO LARGE, T' - ?
TEMPERATURE TOO LARGE T ' - ?
T DID NOT CONVERGE T' - ?



























If the flow solution does not converge, the enthalpy and density profiles should be
checked for a sequence of iterations. Adjustment of RODAMP and HDAMP may be indi-
cated. Also, an improved approximation for the initial profiles reduces the number of
iterations required. The momentum solution is very reliable. If it should fail to con-
verge, an improved initial profile should be an adequate fix.
Experience with FEMP has shown that the message FEMP BLEW is usually due
to negative mass fractions or unrealistically low enthalpies. These problems are
alleviated in the computations by the CLIP operation.
34
No difficulties have been experienced with the computation of postshock conditions.
However, diagnostic messages are included in the RANHUG subroutine to provide for
this contingency. For some conditions, the Newton-Raphson (N-R) procedure in FEMP
has difficulty converging. In this case, the message "N-R DID NOT CONVERGE" is
printed and the computation is reinitiated.
The nonfatal error messages are to alert the user to items of which he should be
aware, but which do not disrupt the computation.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,


























COMMON /CA/ A(lOl) ,8(101 )














COMMON /CAMFI/ AMFC ( 100 ) , AMFN ( 100 ) , AMFO ( 100 ) , AMFHI 100 )
COMMON /CFORONC/ AFOR I 201 ) , AONC < 201 )









IF ( ICHXRC.EQ.il GO TO 1
WRITE (6,5)
WRITE 16,61 DELTA, DELBA, REV
WRITE <6,7)
DO 2 1=1, N
WR I TE (6,8) ET A C I ) , Y ( I ) , OR ( I ) , CAPH { I ) , V( I > , EMU ( I ) , PRANC I 1 , YOYSi I )
CONTINUE
WRITE (6,9)
00 3 1 = 1, N
WRITE (6,10) ETAJ I ),ROV< I) ,A(I ),P{ I ) ,RO( I) , XNRO( I ) ,H( I ) , XNHI I)
CONTINUE
WRITE (6,11)
DO 4 1 = 1, N





FORMAT 11HO,5X,31HVAR1ABLE DENSITY SCLN CONVERGED)
FORMAT (1H1,5X,6HOELTA=E16.8,2X,6HDELBA=E16.8,2X,4HREY»E16.8»
FORMAT <4X,6HETA( I ),9X,4HY( I) ,10X,5hOR(I ),8X,7HCAPH( I),10X,4HV(I » ,
19X, 6HEMUJ I) ,8X,7HPRAN(I ) ,8X,7HYOYS ( I ) )
FORMAT (8E14.6)
FORMAT I4X,6HETA(I ),8X,6HROV( I ),9X,4HA( I),10X,4HPU ) , 10X,5HRO( I I , 8
1X.7HXNROJ I I , 9X,4HH( I ) ,9X,6HXNH(I I)
FORMAT (8E14.6J
FORMAT (4X,6HETA( I >,9X,4HT(II ,9X,7HAMFC(I 1 ,8X,7HAMFNU I,8X,7HAMFO(

































































































































APPENDIX A - Continued
SUBROUTINE INITIAL 8 1
COMMCN /CA/ AdOl),6(1011 B 2
COMMON /CBETA/ BETAJ101» B 3
COMMON /CTEMP/ TEMP(101),TIMP(101) B 4
COMMON /CY/ Y(101),YOYS(101) B 5
COMMON /CETA/ ETA(lOl) B 6
COMMON /CP/ PdOll B 7
COMMON /CRC/ RO(lOl) B 8
COMMON /CROV/ ROV(lOl) B 9
COMMON /CSCH/ SCH(101»,SCIdOl» B 10
COMMON /CV/ VdOll B 11
COMMON /CH/ H(lOl) B 12
COMMON /CT/ T(lOl) B 13
COMMON /CFORONC/ AFOR(201»,AONC(201) B 14
COMMON /FRSTRM/ HIN,PIN,RHOINP,UINP,R8 B 15
COMMON /CAMFI/ AMFC(100),AMFNI100),AMFO(100»,AMFH(100 ) B 16
COMMON /MFINF/ ALPINFC,ALPINFN,ALP INFO,ALPINFH . B 17
COMMON /MFINJ/ ALPINJC,ALPINJN,ALPINJO,ALP INJH 8 18
COMMON /RANK/ ROSHOCK,VSHOCK,HSHOCK,TSHOCK B 19
COMMON /MISCL/ N,IDIM,CURV,DETA,DELTA,PSHOCK,REY,HW,EP,EROV,EA,MAX B 20
1TIME,MLDIFPT,NIC,ERO B 21
COMMON /REFVALU/ EMUSHOK B 22
COMMON /RADCOMP/ DELBA,IRFLUX B 23
COKMON /DAMP/ IROOAMP,ROOAMP,HDAMP B 24
COMMON /CD2DP2/ 020P2C B 25
COMMON /C3D/ CURVZ,BS,BETAZ(101» B 26
NAMELIST /NAM4/ N,IDIM,IROOAMP,HDAMP,RQOAMP.EP,EROV,EA,EPSX,ERO,HA B 27
1XTIME,NIC,CURV,CURVZ,BS,D2POZ B 28
NAUELIST /NAM5/ IRFLUX,IUPOATE,ALPINJC,ALPINJO,ALPINJH,ALPINJN,020 B 29
1P2C,AS,PINP,RHOINP,UINP,RB,ROVH,HW,ALP INFN,ALP INFO,ALPINFC,ALPINFH B 30
READ (5,NAM4) $READ«5,NAM5) B 31
WRITE (6,201 B 32
IF (IRFLUX.GT.O) WRITE (6,191 B 33
WRITE (6,17) RB,UINP,RHOINP,AS,D2DP2C,PINP,ROVW,ALPINJH,ALPINJC,AL B 34
1PINJN,ALPINJO B 35
WRITE (6,181 ALPINFN.ALPINFO,ALPINFC,ALPINFH B 36
PIN=PINP/(RHOINP*UINP*UINPI B 37
HIN=3.5*PIN*0.5 B 38
CALL RANHUG B 39








ETAd =0. B 48
DO 1 =2,N B 49
1 ETAd =ETA( I-1J»OETA B 50
DO 2 =1,N B 51
2 BETAl )=D2DP2(ETA(I)J B 52
IF (IOIM.NE.3) GO TO 4 . B 53
DO 3 1=1,N B 54
BETAZd I=02PDZ ,- B 55
3 B(I)=BS*ETAII) B 56
4 CONTINUE B 57
IF (IUPOATE.GT.O) GO TO 14 B 58
OELTA=1. . B 59
DELBA=.05*RB B 60
00 5 1=1,N B 61
ROVII)=(ROV(N)-ROV(1)»*ETA(I)*ROV(1) B 62
ROV( I I=ROV(1I*(1.-ROV(1M*ETA(I»*ETA( I I B 63
HII)=(HSHOCK-HW»*ETA(I)»HW B 64
A(II=A(1I»TEMP*ETA(I» B 65
5 CONTINUE B 66
00 6 1=2,N B 67
37


























= AFOR I I )*ALPINJC+ACNC(I)*ALPINFC
=AFOR(I)*ALPINJN+AONC(I)*ALPINFN
=AFOR(I)*ALPINJO*AONC(I)*ALPINFO









CO 9 1 = 1,N
V ( I ) = R O V ( I I / R C ( I )
S C H ( I ) = 1 .+DELTA*ETAU)/RO(I I




DO 10 I = 1 , N
P( l )=PSTAG+TEMP*ETA( I l * *2
DO 11 1=1,N
T E M P I I ) = 1 . / R O ( I )
CALL TINT (N,OETA,TEMP,T, IMP)
DO 12 1=1,N
V ( I I = D E L T A * T I M P ( I )
SCHI I )=1.+CURV*DELTA*TIMP( I )
CONTINUE
DO 13 1=1,N







W R I T E (6,21)
CALL PRINMT
W R I T E (6,221
CELTA,DELBA,REY,EMUSHOKW R I T E
WRITE
DO 16




(6,25) ETA( I I.ROVU) ,A(I I,P(I),RO(I ),H(I I ,T( I I , AFOR (I I
CONTINUE
RETURN
FORMAT (//8X.12HBODY RADIUS=,E13.5.25H CM, FREESTREAM VELOCITY=,E1
13.5.17H CM/SEC, OENSITY=,E13.5,5H G/CC/9X.18HA SHOCK (NON DIM)=,F8
2.5.19H, BETA (NON DIM)=,F8.5,1H,,16X,9HPRESSURE=,E13.5,12H DYNES
3/SQ CM/9X.24HA8LATION RATE (NON 01M)=,F8.5.30H, MASS FRACTIONS-
4HYDRCGEN =,F7.5,10H, OXYGEN=,F7.5,13H, NITROGEN =,F7.5,11H, CAR
5BON =,F7.5)
FORMAT (9X.28HFREESTREAM COMPOSITION- N= ,F7.5,7H, 0= ,F7.5,7H,
1 C= ,F7.5,7h, H= ,F7.5)
FORMAT (50X.14HHITH RADIATION)
FORMAT UH1,///38X,38HVISCOUS STAGNATION STREAMLINE SOLUTIGN/I
FORMAT (lHlt////HXt40HINITIAL EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION PROFILES/)










































































APPENDIX A - Continued
SUBROUTINE RANHUG C I
COHMCN /CAMFI/ AMFC(100),AMFN(100 I,AMFO(100),AMFH(100) C 2
COMMON /RANK/ RCSHOCK,VSHOCK.HSHOCKtTSHOCK C 3
COMMON /MISCL/ N,IOIM,CURV,OETA,DELTA,PSHOCK,REV,HW,EP,EROV,EA,MAX C 4
lTIME,MLDIFPT,NIC,ERtl C 5
COfMON /FRSTRH/ HIN,PIN,RHOINP.U INP,RB C 6
COMMON /MF1NF/ ALPINFC,ALPINFN,ALPINFO,AtPINFH C 7
COMMON /MFINJ/ ALPINJC,ALPINJN,ALPINJC,ALPINJH C 8
COMMON /REFVALU/ EMUSHOK C 9
EXTERNAL FOFXRO C 10




CALL DIMPROP (PSHOCK,HSHOCK.PSHOKP.HSHOKP) C 15
AINFC=ALPINFC C 16





CALL ITR1 (ROSHCCK..1,FOFXRO,.001,.001.20,ICOOE) C 22
IF UCODE.EQ.OI GO TO 1 C 23
IF (ICODE.EQ.lt WRITE (6,21 C 24
IF (ICODE.E0.2) WRITE (6,3) C 25
STOP C 26






2 FORMAT (5X.37HMAXIMUM ITERATIONS EXCEEDED IN RANHUGI C 33
3 FORMAT (5X.25HZERO DERIVATIVE IN RANHUGI C 34
4 FORMAT (////5X.15HRANHUG SOLUTION//12H PSHOCK=E16.8,2X,8HROSHO C 35
1CK=E16.8,2X,7HVSHOCK=E16.8,2X,7HHSHOCK=E16.8) ' C 36
END C 37-
FUNCTION FOFXRO (ROSHOC) 0 1
COPMON /RANK/ ROSHOCK,VSHOCK,HSHOCK.TSHOCK 0 2
COMMON /FRSTRN/ HIN,PIN,RHOINP,UINP,RB 0 3
COPMON /MFINF/ ALPINFC.ALPINFN,ALPINFO,ALPINFH 0 4















APPENDIX A - Continued
SUBROUTINE UPDATE E 1
COMMON / C A / A(lOl) ,6(101) E 2
COMMON /CY/ Yd01),YOYSd01) E 3
COMMON /CETA/ ETAU01) E 4
COMMON /CRO/ ROIlOn E 5
COMMON /CV/ V( lO l ) E 6
COMMON /CP/ P(lOl) E 7
COMMON /CROV/ ROVdOll E 8
COMMON /CH/ HdOll E 9
COMMON /CSCH/ SCHdOlltSCKlOll E 10
COMMON /CTEMP/ TEMPdOl) , TIMPdOl» E 11
COMMON /CT/ TdOll E 12
COMMON /CAMFI/ AMFC (100 I, AMFNdOO) ,AMFOdOO ) , AMFHdOO ) E 13
COMMON /CFORONC/ AFOR(2011,AONCC2011 E 14
COMMON /FRSTRM/ HIN.PIN,RHOINPtUINP,RB E 15
COMMON /MFINF/ ALPINFC,ALPINFN,ALPINFO,ALPINFH E 16
COMMON /MFINJ/ ALPINJC,ALPINJN,ALPINJO,ALPINJH E 17
COMMON /MISCL/ N . IOIM.CURV,CETA,DELTA,PSHOCK.REY,HW,EP,EROViEA,MAX E 16
1TIWE,MLDIFPT,MC,ERO E 19
COMMON /RADCOMP/ DELBA,IRFLUX E 20
NAMELIST /NAM1/ RO,ROV E 21
NAMELIST /NAM2/ A,H,P,DELTA E 22
NAHELIST /NAM3/ AFOR E 23
R E A D (5 ,NAM1) E 24
READ (5 .NAM2I E 25
READ ( 5 t N A M 3 l E 26
DO 1 1=1,N E 27
TEMPd ) = l./ROd » E 28
CALL TINT < N , D E T A , T E M P , T I M P ) E 29
DO 2 1=1,N E 30
Y< N=DELTA*TIMPU) E 31
SCHd ) = l .+CURV*DELTA*TIMPd) E 32
S C I ( I ) = S C H ( I ) E 33
CONTINUE E 34
DO 3 1=1,N E 35
Y O Y S t I )=Y( H / Y J N ) E 36
CONTINUE E 37
DELBA=Y(N I *RB E 38
DO 4 1=1,N . E 39
AONCU I=1.-AFCR( I) E 40
DO 5 1=1,N . E 41
A M F C ( I I = A F O R ( I )*ALPINJC + AONC( I ) *ALPINFC E 42
AMFN( I )=AFOR( I I *ALP INJN*AONC( I» *ALPINFN E 43
A M F O ( I ) = A F O R ( I ) * A L P I N J O + A O N C ( I ) * A L P I N F C E 44





APPENDIX A - Continued
SUBROUTINE FLOW f 1
COMMON /CA/ AdOU.BdOl) f 2
COMMON /CBETA/ BETAdOll F 3
COMMON /CY/ Yd01),YOYSd01> f 4
COMMON /CRO/ ROtlOl) F 5
COMMON /CETA/ ETAU01I F 6
COMMON /CV/ VC101) F 7
COMMON /CP/ P(lOl) F 8
COMMON /CROW ROVdOl ) F 9
COMMON /CDV/ CV1101) f 10
COMMON /CSCH/ SCHU01 I ,SCI(101) F 11
COMMON /CTEMP/ TEMP(101>,TIMPJ101> F 12
COMMON /CEMU/ EMUdOl) F 13
COMMON /CROMU/ ROMU(lOl) F 14
COMMON /CCAPH/ CAPHdOl) F 15
COMMON /CH/ H(10U F 16
COMMON /CPRAN/ PRANdOll F 17
COMMON /CQR/ OR 1101) F IB
COMMON /CXRO/ XNROdOl) F 19
COMMON /CXH/ XNM101) F 20
COMMON /CT/ TdOll F 21
COMMON /CAMFI/ AMFC (100 1 ,AMFN( 1001, AMFOdOO) ,AMFH(100 ) f 22
COMMON /CFORONC/ AFOR(2011,AONC(201 I . F 23
COMMON /MISCL/ N,IOIM,CURV,OETA,OELTA,PSHaCK,REY,HW,EP,EROV,EA,MAX F '24
1TIME,MLDIFPT,NIC,ERO F 25
COMMON /MFINF/ ALP INFC,ALP INFN,ALP INFO,ALPINFH F 26
COMMON /MFINJ/ ALPINJCtALPINJN,ALPINJO,ALPINJH F 27
COMMON /RADCOMP/ OELBAtIRFLUX F 28
COMMON /DAMP/ IRODAMP,ROOAMP,HOAMP F 29
COMMON /C3D/ CURVZ.BS.BETAZdOl) F 30
COMMON /REFVALl/ EMUSHOK F 31




WRITE (6,8) F 36
WRITE (6,9) DELTA,OELBA.REY F 37
WRITE (6,101 F 38
DO 2 1=1,N F 39
WRITE (6,11) ETA(n,Y<I>,QRdl,CAPH<I),V(II,EMU(I>,PRANd>,YCYS(I) F 40
CONTINUE F 41
WRITE (6,121 F 42
DC 3 .1*1,N F 43
WRITE (6,13) ETA(I),ROV(I),Ad),P<n,ROdl,XNRCCI),H(I),XNH(H F 44
CONTINUE F 45
WRITE (6,14) F 46
DO 4 1=1,N F 47
WRITE (6,13» ETA(I),T(I) ,AMFC( I),AMFN(I »,AMFO(11,AMFHd»,AFOR(I),B F 48
1(I» F 49
CONTINUE F 50
CALL SET (N,RCV,TAMPI F 51
CALL MASS F 52
ICCNT=ITEST(N,ROV,TAMP,EROV) F 53
CALL SET (N,P,TAMP» • F 54
CALL YMOMNTM F 55
IYMOM=ITEST(N,P,TAMP,EP) F 56
CALL SPECIES F 57
CALL VISPRAN F 58
CALL SET (N,A,TAMP) F 59
CALL XMOMNTM (A,BETA.CURV) F 60
IXMOM=ITEST(N,A,TAMP,EA) F 61
IF (IDIM.NE.3) GO TO 5 F 62
CALL SET (N.B.TAMP) F 63
CALL XMOMNTM 1A,BETAZ,CURVZ) F 64
IZMOM=ITEST(N,B,TAMP,EA) F 65
CONTINUE F 66
CALL ENERGY F 67
IF ((ICCNT.NE.O).OR.(IYMCM.NE.O) .OR. (IXMCM.NE.O ) .OR.(IZMOM.NE.O) ) F 68
1GO TC 6 F 69
GO TO 7 F 70
NTIMES=NTIMES+1 F 71
IF (NTIMES.LE.MAXTIME) GC TO 1 F 72
APPENDIX A - Continued
WRITE <6f16) F 73
STOP F 74
7 CONTINUE F 75




8 FORMAT (1H1,////11X,13HFLCW PROFILES) F 80
9 FORMAT (///5X,6HDELTA=E16.8,2X,6HOELBA=E16.8,2X,4HREY=E16.8/I F 81
10 FORMAT ( 4 X , 6 H E T A < I ) ,9X,4HY(I I ,1CX,5HCRC11,8X,7HCAPH( I» ,10X,4HV( IJ , F 82
19X .6HEMUI I ) , 8X ,7HPRAN( t ) , 8X ,7HYOYS(11 ) F 83
11 FORMAT (8E14.6) F 84
12 FORMAT < 4 X , 6 H E T A < I ) ,8X,6HROVU ) ,9X ,4HA< I) ,10X,4HPm,10X,5HRO( l),8 F 85
1X,7HXNRO(I I,9X,4HH1 I) ,9X,6HXNH(II I F 86
13 F O R M A T (8E14.6) F 87
14 FORMAT (4X,6HETA< I I ,9X,4HTUI,9X,7HAMFCUI,8X,7HAMFN(I»,8X,7HAMFO( F 88
I.I I ,6X,7HAMFH( I),7X,7HAFOR(I),7X,4HBU )) F 89
15 FORMAT (5X.23HFLOW SOLUTION CONVERGEOI F 90
16 FORMAT <5X,27HFLOW SOLUTION NOT CCNVERGEDI F 91
END F 92-
SUBROUTINE CHEXRO UCHXROI G 1
COMMON /CH/ HI10U G 2
COMMON /CP/ P(lOl) G 3
COMMON XCRO/ RC(lOl) G 4
COMMON /CXRO/ XNROdOll G 5
COMMON /CAMFI/ AMFC(100),AMFN(100 I,AMFO(100),AMFHI 100) G 6
COMMON /MISCL/ N.IDIM.CURV.DETA,DELTA,PSHOCK,REY,HW,EP,EROV,EA,MAX G 7
1TIME,MLDIFPT,NIC,ERO G 8
COMMON /DAMP/ IRODAMP.RODAMP.HOAMP . G 9
OIMENSIGN ABRAT(lOl), RATICI101I G 10
DIMENSION PP(lOl), HP(lOl) G 11
DIMENSION AMFCP1100), AMFNP(IOO), AMFOP<100) G 12
EXTERNAL RHOSY G 13
ICHXRO=0 G 14
CALL SET (N,A*FC,AMFCP) G 15
CALL SET <N,AKFN,AMFNP» G 16
CALL SET (N.AMFC.AMFOPI G 17
TGUES=4000. G 18
DO 1 1=1,N G 19
CALL DIMPROP (PII),Hin,PPII),HP(II) G 20
XNRO(I)=RHOSY(PP(I),HP(II*3.483E-07,*MFCP(II,AMFNP(n,A«FOP(I»,TGU G 21
1ES) G 22
1 CONTINUE G 23
DO 2 1=1,N G 24
RATIOU)=(XNRC(II-RO(I))/XNRO(II G 25
ABRATd )=ABS(RATIO( I » ) G 26
IF (ABRATUI.GT.EROI ICHXRO=1 G 27
2 CONTINUE G 28
IF UPODAMP.GT.O) GO TO 4 G 29
CO 3 1=1,N G 30
3 ROU )=XNRO(I I G 31
IRODAMP=1 G 32
GO TO 6 G 33
4 CONTINUE G 34
00 5 1=1,N G 35
RO(I»=RCOAMP*RO(I»*<1 .-RCDAMP»*XNRO(I I G 36
5 CONTINUE G 37


























COMMON /CY/ YdOll .YOYSdOll
COMMON /CRO/ ROdOl)
COMMON /CROV/ ROVC101I
COMMON /CSCH/ SCHdOl ) , SC I dOl )
COMMON /CTEMP/ TEMPI 101 1 , T IMP( 101 1
COMMON /CV/ V(lOl)
COMMON /MISCL/ N,IDIM,CURV,OETA,OELTA,PSHOCK,REY,HW,EP,EROV, EA.MAX
1TIME,MLOIFPT,MC,ERO





IF ( IDIM.EQ.2I GO TO 2
IF (IOIM.EQ.3» GO TO 4
DO 1 1=1, N
TEMPdl=AU)
GO TO 6
DO 3 1 = 1, N
TEMPd )=2.*A( I»*SCHd )
GO TO 6
DO 5 1 = 1, N
TEMPd »=A( I I*SCH( I )+Bd )*SCI (I )
CONTINUE
CALL TINT (N, CETA, TEMP, TIMP)
IF { IDIM.E0.2) GO TO 7
IF ( IDIM.EQ.3) GO TO 9
CALL SET (NfSCH, TEMPI
GO TO 11
DO 8 I = 1,N
TEMPd )=SCH( ll**2
GO TO 11
00 10 1=1, N
TEMPd)=SCH( I)*SCH I I
CONTINUE
DELTA = < TEMPI NJ-ROVd) I/TIMPIN)
DO 12 1=1, N
ROVd »=<OELTA*TIMP( I)+ROV(1) I / TEMP ( I)
DO 13 1=1, N
MASS CONSERVATION SATISFIED
Vd) = ROVdl/RCd»
DO 14 1=1, N
TEMP(II=1./RO( IJ
CALL TINT (N.DETA, TEMP, TIMP)
00 15 1=1, N
Yd)=OELTA*TIMPd I
SCHd l = l.+ClfRV*OELTA*TIMP(I)
CONTINUE




IF ( ICIM.EQ.2) GO TO 18
IF ( ICIM.EQ.3I GO TO 20
00 17 1=1, N
SCId) = l.
GO TO 22
DO 19 1=1, N
sent »=scHd>
GO TO 22
DO 21 1 = 1, N





































































































APPENDIX A - Continued
SUBROUTINE YMOMNTM 1
COMMON /CETA/ ETA(lOl) 2
COMMON /CP/ PU01I 3
COMMON /CRO/ ROI101) 4
COMMON /CRCV/ RCVI101I 5
COMMON /CDV/ CVU01) 6
COMMON /CTEMP/ TEMP(101),OPJ101) 7
COMMON /CV/ V(101) 8
COMMON /MISCL/ N,IDIM , CURV.OETA,DELTA,PSHOCK,REVfHW,EPfEROVtEA,MAX 9
1TIME,MLOIFPT,NIC,ERC 10
C THIS SUBROUTINE INTEGRATES THE Y CCMENTUM EQUATION TO GIVE 11
C P(Y) 12
CALL DIPT (V.ETA.DVtN) 13
DO 1 I=ltN 14
1 TEMPI! )=ROVII )*DV( I J 15
CALL TINT (N,DETA,TEMP,DP) 16
PSTAG=PSHOCK+DP(N) 17
DO 2 1=1,N 18





APPENDIX A - Continued
SUBROUTINE SPECIES J 1
COMMON /CRO/ R0«101) . J 2
COMMON /CT/ TdOll J 3
COMMON /CETA/ ETA(lOl) J 4
COMMON /CROV/ ROV(lOl) J 5
COMMON /CSCH/ SCHd01),SCI(101) J 6
COMMON /CD12/ 012(101) J 7
COMMON /CAMFI/ AMFC(100),AMFN(100 I,AMFCC100 11AMFH(100 I J 8
COMMON /CFORONC/ AFOR(201J,AONC(2011 J 9
COMMON /MISCL/ N,IOIH,CURV,DETA,DELTA,PSHOCK.REY.HW,EP,EROVfEA,MAX J 10
1TIME,MLDIFPT,NIC,ERO J 11
COMMON /MFINJ/ ALPINJC,ALPINJN,ALPINJO,ALPINJH J 12
COMMON /MFINF/ ALPINFCtALPINFN,ALP INFO,ALPINFH J 13
DIMENSION ASI101), BSI101), CSI101I, CSdOll J 14
DIMENSION RM201), D12K(201), RVK12C1), SHKJ201) J 15
DIMENSION ETAOIFI201), AM201), BK(201lt CKI201), DK(201) J 16
CIMENSICN DII201), COI201) J 17
CALL CIFCOEF J 18
AINF=1.0 J 19
AINJ=1.0 J 20
NLI = N-rl J 21
CO 1 1=1,N J 22
DI(I)=SCH( n*RO(I)*RO(II*D12(I)*SCI( I I J 23
1 COd)=OETA*SCH<I )*ROV(I)*SCI(I) ' J 24
C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS - J 25
C DIFFUSION OF SHOCK LAYER SPECIES TO WALL PERMITTED J 26
«S(1>=0. ' J 27
BSd >=-DId)»CO(l >*DELTA J 28
CS(1)=OI(1I J 29






DO 2 1=2,NLI J 36.
SIGN=0. J 37
IF (ROVd).GT.O.) SIGN=1.0 J 38
ASm = DI(I-l)+OH J)-2.*CCm*DELTA*f l.-SIGN) J 39
BStI )=-(DId-l)+2*DI( 11*01(1*1) ) J 40
BStl ) = BSm*2.*Com*DELTA*(l.-SIGN)-2.*COm*OELTA*SIGN J 41
CS(I)=DI(I)*DI(1+1)+2.*CO(I)*DELTA*SIGN s J 42
2 DS(I)=0. J 43
CALL TRIDIAG (N,AS,BS,CS ,DSI J 44
CO 3 1=1,N J 45
AFCR(I)=DS(I) J 46
3 AONC1II=1.-AFOR( I) J 47
CO 7 1=1,N J 48
IF (AFOR(II.LT.1.E-06I 4,5 J 49
4 WRITE (6,10) , J 50
WRITE (6,11) ETA( II.AFORd I J 51
AFCR(I)=0. J 52
AO\Cd)=1.0 J 53
5 CONTINUE J 54
IF (AFOR(I).GT..9S9999) 6,7 ' J 55
6 WRITE (6,121 J 56
WRITE (6,11) ETAd J.AFORd) J 57
AFCRd)=1.0 J 58
AONC(I)=0. J 59
WRITE (6,111 J 60
7 CONTINUE J 61











)*ALPINJO*AONCd )*ALPINFO J 65
)*ALPINJH»AONC(I)*ALPINFH J 66
I/IAMFCI I)+AMFNI II*AMFO(II*AMFH(II) J 67
»/(AMFC( I )»AMFN( I )»AMFOd )*AMFH( I ) ) J 68
)/IAMFC( D+AMFNI I)+AMFOd ) + AMFH« I)) J 69
I/(AMFC(I)»AMFN(I)tAMFO(I»»AMFH(I)) J 70
WRITE (6,13) J 71
45











E T A ( I I.AMFCm.AMFNm.APFOU » ,AMFH( I )
(1HO,5X,24HAFOR(I) LESS THAN l.E-06)
C2E14.6J
,^ .,..-. (1HO, 5X,28HAFOR( I ) GREATER THAN .999999)








































COMMON /CSCH/ SCHdOl I,SCI (101)
COMMON /MISCL/ N,IDIM,CURV,OETA,DELTA,PSHOCK,REY,HW,EP,EROV,EA,MAX
1TIME,MLDIFPT,MC,ERO
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE VISCID X MOMENTUM EQUATION
DIMENSION AMdOl), BMI101), CMdOlIt DMdOl), AdOl), BETAdOll, T



































































) = -AVM< I)*A( I-1)-BVM( I)*A(I)-CVMd )*A( 1*11










































































APPENDIX A - Continued
CALL TRIDIAG (N,Af.BM.CK,DH) K 71
IGOR=0 K 72
DO 7 1=1,N K 73
Am=A(I)*OMU) K 74
IF (ABS(DM(I)).LT.EPSX) GO TO 7 K 75
IGOR=IGCR*1 K 76
7 CONTINUE K 77




8 FORMAT (10X.28HX MOMENTUM FAILS TO CONVERGE) K 82
END K 83-
48
APPENDIX A - Continued
SUBROUTINE ENERGY
WINDWARD DIFFERENCE FORM OF ENERGY EQUATION
ROdllS UPDATED IN THIS SUBROUTINE BEFORE H IS UPDATED









COMMON /CSCH/ SCHdOl), SCK101)














DIMENSION AM(lOl), BMdOU, CMdOll, CMdOl)
















AMI I =VIS(I-1I+VIS(I )-2.*CONV( I )*(!.-SIGN)
BM(I =-<VIS(I-l»»2.*VISm»VISd*l) )
BM(I =BM(I)*2.*CONV<I)*(1.-SIGN)-2.*CONV( I)*SIGN
CM 11 = VISd»*VISd*l)*2.*CONVlI>*SIGN















DO 4 1 = 1,N
CAPH(I)=DM( I )
XNH(I)=CAPH(I)-V(I)*V(I)/2.
HI I)=HDAMP*H( I)*d.-HOAMP)*XNH(I »
CONTINUE













































































































































APPENDIX A - Continued
DO 6 1=1,N L 71
IF (H(I).LT.H(ll) 5,6 L 72
5 CONTINUE . L 73
WRITE (6,7) L 7*
WRITE (6,8) ETAUKHCI) L 75
H(I)=H(1) L 76
6 CONTINUE L 77
RETURN " . L 78
C L 79
C L 80
7 . FORMAT UHO,5X,19HH(I) LESS THAN H i l l ) L 81
8 FORMAT (2E14.6) L 82
END L 83-
50
APPENDIX A - Continued
SUBROUTINE RAOARAY 1 1
C H 2
C RAOARAY GIVES THE RADIATION HEAT FLUX AT NIC PCINTS M 3
C AND LINEARLY INTERPOLATES FOR THE REMAINING N PCINTS M 4
C M 5
C M 6
C K MUST BE LESS THAN 100 M 7
C H 8
COMMON /CRO/ ROdOll M 9
COMMON /CETA/ ETA(lOl) M 10
COMMON /CY/ YdOl ),YOYSd01» M 11
COMMON /CP/ PU01I M 12
COMMON /CH/ HdOll M 13
COMMON /COR/ QR(lOl) M 14
COMMON /CXRO/ XKRO(lOl) H 15
COMMON /CT/ TdOl) H 16
COMMON /CAMFI/ AMFC( 100 I , AMFN{ 100 >, AMFOddO »t AMFH( 100 I M 17
COMMON /RADCOMP/ OELBA.IRFLUX • M 18
COMMON /MISCL/ NtIDIM,CURVfOETA,DELTA,PSHOCK.REY,HW,EPtEROV,EA,MAX M 19
1TIME,MLCIFPT,MC,ERO ' M 20
COMMON /FRSTRM/ HINtPIN,RHOINPtUINPtRB M 21
COMMON /DAMP/ IRODAMP,ROOAMP,HDAMP M 22
DIMENSION PHdOOl, HHdOOl, ETAHUCO), PHPdOOIt HHPC100I, ORHP110 M 23
lOlt RHOHP(IOO), NICNdOO) M 24
DIMENSION ETANdOOIt QRPdOOl M 25
NN=N M 26
00 1 I=liNN M 27
ETAHd )=Y( I)/Y(N> * 28
PHd)=P(I) M 29
HHd) = H(I» M 30
CALL DIMPROP (PH(I ItHH<I I ,PHP(I) ,HHP( I) I M 31
1 HHPtl ) = HHP<I )*< .2389E-07) M 32
NRAD=(NN-1|/(NIC-1I * 33
DO 2 I=liNIC M 34
J = NRAD*d-l»*l M 35
ETAN(I)=ETAH(J) H 36
2 CONTINUE M 37
DO 3 I=ltNIC M 38
3 NICN( I1=NRAD*< I-H*1 M 39
IF (IRFLUX.LE.O) GO TO 6 M 40
CALL RATRAP (OELBA,NIC,NICN,NN,4000.0.ETAH,PHP,AMFC.AMFN,AMFOtHHPt M 41
10RHP,l,2fRHOHP.l.T) H 42
DO 4 1=1,NN M 43
CALL FTLUP (ETAH(IJ,ORP(II.1,NIC,ETAN,QRHPI M 44
4 CONTINUE M 45
DO 5 I=ltN M ^6
5 ORd>=ORP(IJ/<RHOINP*UINP*UINP*UINP>*1.E+07 , M 47
GO TO 8 M 48
6 CONTINUE M 49
CALL RATRAP (DELBAtNIC,NICN,NN,4000.0tETAH,PHP,AMFCfAMFN,AMFC,HHP, M 50
10RHP,0,2tRHOHP,l,T» M 51
CO 7 1=1,N M 52
7 QR(I)=0. M 53
8 CONTINUE M 54
IF (IRODAMP.GT.O) GO TO 10 M 55
DO 9 1=1,N M 56
9 RO(I)=RHOHP{II/RHOINP M 57
GO TO 13 M 58
10 CONTINUE M 59
DO 11 1=1,N - M 60
11 XNRO(II=RHOHP(n/RHOINP M 61
00 12 1=1,N M 62
12 ROd ) = RODAMP*ROd)-Ml.-RCDAMP)*XNRO(I I M 63
13 CONTINUE M 64
RETURN * M 65
END M 66-
51
APPENDIX A - Continued
SUBROUTINE PRINTIT N 1
C N 2
C N 3
C N MUST BE LESS THAN 100 N 4
C N 5
COMMON /CRO/ RO(lOl) N 6
COMMON /CETA/ ETAdOll N 7
COMMON /CY/ YdOlt.YOYSdOl) N 8
COMMON /CP/ PU01) N 9
COMMON /CH/ HU01I N 10
COMMON /COR/ QRdOll N 11
COMMON /CXRO/ XNROdOl) N 12
COMMON /CT/ T(101» N 13
COMMON /CAMFI/ AMFC dOO) , AMFNdOO ) , AMFOdOO ), AMFHdOO ) N 14
COMMON /RADCOMP/ OELBA.IRFLUX N 15
COMMON /MtSCL/ N, IDIM,CURV,OETA,DELTA,PSHOCK,REY,HW,EP,EROV,EA.MAX N 16
ITIMEtMLOIFPT.NICtERO N 17
COMMON /FRSTRP/ HIN.P IN,RHOINP,UINP,R8 N 18
COMMON /DAMP/ IRODAMP,ROCAMP,HOAMP N 19
DIMENSION PH(IOO), HHdOOl, ETAHdOO), PHP(IOO), HHPdOO), QRHPdO N 20
10), RHOHPdOOtt NICNUOO) N 21
DIMENSION ETANdOO), QRP(IOO) N 22
NN=N N 23
DO 1 1=1,NN N 24
ETAHd I=Y( I»/Y(NI N 25
PH(I)=PU» N 26
HHdl = Hd) N 27
CALL DIMPROP (PH(I),HH(I),PHP(I),HHP(I)I N 28
1 HHP( I I=HHP< IIM.2389E-07) N 29
NRAD=(NN-1)/(NIC-1) N 30
00 2 1=1,NIC N 31
J = NRAO*d-l)*l N 32
ETANd)=ETAH( J) N 33
2 CONTINUE N 34
00 3 1 = 1,NIC N 35
3 NICN(I)=NRAO*( I-D+1 N 36
IF (IRFLUX.LE.O) GO TO 6 N 37
CALL RATRAP (OELBA,NIC ,N ICN,NN,4000.C,ETAH,PHP,AMFC, AMFN, AMFO, HHP, N 38
1QRHP,1,2,RHOHP,0,T) N 39
WRITE (6,91 N 40
DO 4 1=1,NN N 41
CALL FTLUP (ETAH(I>,QRP(I I,2,NIC,ETAN,QRHP) N 42
WRITE (6,10) ETA( I),Y( I) ,YOYS( IJ.QRPdt N 43
4 CONTINUE N 44
DO 5 1=1,N N 45
5 CR( I ) = QRP( I )/ (RI-OINP*UINP*UINP*UINP)*1.E + 07 N 46
GO TO 8 N 47
6 CONTINUE N 48
CALL RATRAP (DELBA,NIC,NICN,NN,4000.0,ETAH,PHP,AMFC,AMFN.AMFO, HHP, N 49
1CRHP,0,2,RHOI-P,0,T) N 50
CO 7 1=1,N N 51
7 QR(I)=0. N 52




S FORNAT I4X.6HETAII),9X,4HY(I),8X,7HYCYSd»,3X,15HQRADCI ),W/SQ CM) N 57
10 FORMAT (4E14.6) N 58
END N 59-
FUNCTION D2DP2 (X) 0 1





APPENDIX A - Continued
SUBROUTINE DIPT (Y,X,OY,N) P 1
DIMENSION YdOltf XdOltt DY(lOl) P 2
DY(1) = (Y(2»-Y(1»/(X(2I-X(1) ) P 3
DY(NI=(Y(N»-Y(N-1»)/<X(N»-X<N-l)J P 4
N1=N-1 - P 5
CO 1 I=2tNl P 6
X1=X(I-1)-X(I) P 7
X3=X(I+1)-X(I) P 8








DIMENSION AI201I. B(201I, C(201), 0(231)
THIS ROUTINE SOLVES AX=D FOR A TRICIAGCNAL
N1=N-1
D( 1» = D( 1»/B( 1 )
DO I M=2,N1
D(MI=(0(MI-A(MI*D(M-lt I



















































































COMMON /MISCt/ N, IDIM.CURV,DETA,DELTA,PSHOCK,REY,HW,EP,ERGV,EA, MAX
IT IKE ,MLOIFPT,NIC,ERO














SlGMiA12 = . 5 * l S I G M A l * S l G M A 2 >
EPSOK12=SQRT(EPSOK1*EPSOK2)
DO 1 1=1,N
TSTU ) = T( I (/EPSOK12
CALL FTLUP tTST(I),OMEG(I I,-1,18,TSTR.OMEGAllI
1 CONTINUE
00 2 1 = 1,N
























































































SUEROUTINE VISPRAN U 1
COMMON /CP/ PU01I U 2
COMMON /CH/ H(101) U 3
COMMON /CT/ T(131) U 4
COMMON /CEMU/ EMUdOll U 5
COMMON /CPRAN/ PRANdOll U 6
COMMON /CETA/ ETA(lOl) U 7
COMMON /FRSTRM/ HIN ,PIN,RHOINP,UINP,RB U 8
COMMON /MISCL/ N,IDJM,CURV,DETA,DELTA,PSHOCK,REV,HW,EP,EROVtEA,MAX U 9
iTIME~,MLDIFPTf NIC.ERO U 10
COMMON /REFVALU/ EMUSHOK U 11
DIMENSION PPU01I, HP(lOl), TP(lOl) U 12
EXTERNAL VISCCS . U 13
EXTERNAL PRANDTL ' U 14
00 1 1=1,N U 15
TP(I)=T(I) U 16
CALL DIMPROP (P(I ),H(I),PP(I),HP(I) I U 17EMum=viscos(Tpm,ppmi - u is
EMU( t I=EMU( I ) /EMUSHOK U 19
PRANd I=PRANDTL(TP( II.PPdM U 20
CONTINUE U 21
RETURN ' U 22
END U 23-
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APPENDIX A - Continued
FUNCTION RHOSY tP,H,AFC,AFN,AFO,TGUES I V 1
C V 2
C P ATMOSPHERES,H DEGREES K, RHOSY AMAGATS V 3
C V 4
COMMON /FRSTRM/ HIN.PIN,RHOINP.UINP.RB V 5
C V 6
C INPUTS TO RHOSY P ATMOSPHERES,H DEGREES K V 7
C INPUTS TO RATRAP P ATMOSPHERES,H CAL/GM V 8
C . OUTPUT FROM RATRAP RHOSY GM/CC V 9
C V 10






FUNCTION VISCOS (AT.AP) W 1
COMMON /HANSEN/ TABT(31 I,TABPLOG(6),TABZHl186 I,TABZ(186),TABPRt186 W 2
H.TEMURATI186) H 3
EXTERNAL RHOSY H 4
C INPUT T TEMPERATURE,DEG.K W 5
C P PRESSURE,ATM H 6




CALL DISCOT (T.PLOG.TABT.TEMURAT,TABPLOG,21,186,6,VISCOS I W 11
IF <T.LE.15000.) 'GO TO 1 W 12
WRITE (6,2) T W 13




2 FORMAT (6X.25HTEMPERATURE TOO LARGE. T=E16.6,5HDEG.KI W 18
END W 19-
FUNCTION PRANCTL (AT,API X 1
COMMON /HANSEN/ TABT(31),TABPLOG(6I,TA8ZH(186),TABZ(186),TABPR(186 X 2
1),TEMURAT(186) * X 3
C INPUT T TEMPERATURE,DEG.K X 4




CALL DISCOT (T,PLOG,TABT,TABPR,TABPLCG,21,186,6,PRAN) X 9
PRANCTL=PRAN X 10
IF (T.LE.15000.) GO TO 1 X 11
WRITE (6,2) T X 12
1 RETURN X 13
C X 14
C X 15
2 FORMAT (6X.25HTEMPERATURE TOO LARGE. T=E16.6,5HDEG.K) X 16
END X 17-
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APPENDIX A - Continued
BLOCK DATA Y 1
COMMON /HANSEN/ TABT(311 ,TABPLOG(6 I,TA8ZH{186 I,TABZ(186),TABPR<186 Y 2
1),TEMURAT(186) Y 3
COMMON /COING11/ TSTRU8 t,QMEGA11(18» Y 4
C T TEMPERATURE DEGREES K Y 5
C P PRESSUREt ATM Y 6
DATA TABT/100.,500.,1000.,1500.,2000.,2500.,3000.,3500.,4000.,4500 Y 7
1.,5000.,5500.,6000.t6500.,7000.,7500.,800 ).,8500.,9000.,9500.,1000 Y 8
20.,10500.,11000.,11500.,12JOO.,12500.,13000.,13500.,14000.,14500., Y 9
315000./ Y 10
DATA TABPLOG/-4.,-3.,-2.,-l.,0.,l./ Y 11








































912,.292,.263,.227, . 185,.144,.0986,.0819,2*.738,.756,.767,.773,.696 Y 52





DATA TEMURAT/7*!.,1.011,1.032,1.096,1.181,1.227,1.256,1.271,1.264, Y 58
11.21,1.072,.826,.517,.261,.118,.055,.C29,.018,.012,.009,.008,2*.00 Y 59
27,2*.008,7*1., 1.01.1.024,1.055,1.128,1.209,1.257,1.286,1.303,1.307 Y 60











APPENDIX A - Continued
DATA TSTR/5.,6.,7.,8.,9.,10.,20.,30.,40.,5C.,60.,70.,80.,90.,100., Y
12)0.,3->C.,400./ Y








SUBROUTINE OIMPROP (AP,AH,PPRI HE,HPRI ME I
COMMON /FRSTRP/ HIN,PIN,RHOINP,UINP,RS
INPUTS TO DIMPROP ARE 01 PENSIONLESS





























IF ( IEVEN.EQ.O) GO TO 2
J=J*1



























































































































•PRESS , RA ,RB
,.„ „ ,TU ,TU2 ,VN
 7 H  ,Y , RHO ,WM , SYU ,RF
COMMON/RAO/YY(100I,TEE(100),FHV(20) .NHViNY ,C2, IY
COMMON/RAD/QRYPC(100),QRYPL(100J
COMMON/ RAO/ XNN ( 14, 100 ) , Xf.OL
COMMON/ RAO/ NIHVC , FHVC « 50 I , AHV( 50) , AHVL ( 23 I
COMMON /RAD/C1,C3,C4,FLG,C5,FLG1
COMMON /RAO/ YDELT , DELTA, FL1, FL2
COMMON/ RAD/GEE (8 I, EPS (61 ,NU(20 I i ND( 70 I ,FF{ 70 ) , GAMP (70),
1WOL(20),FHVM(20»,FHVP(20)
COMMON/CIONCL/F(100,10), F2 ( 100, 10 ) , HVL (70 I , EP , K2, Kl , IFUIYCON,















































( NU(I ),! = !,NHV)
li=l iflNUI 1 I
RE AD(5,102) (ND(I ),HVL(I ),FF(It.GAMPII),1 = 1,IS)
102 FORMAT!II,11X,3612.1)
INPUT HV VALUES AND AK FACTORS FOR CCNTM CALCULATION
READ(5,115) NIHVC .
115 FORMAT(2M3>
READ(5,100) (FHVC( I) ,1 = 1,NIHVC)
READ(5,100) (AHV(I),1 = 1,NIHVC)




• APPENDIX A - Continued
WATPAP ( OALTA, NIC, NICN, NX. TFX, YX, PREs, PALC,
OIMFMSION PALHdO '. 1 , PALC (100) , PALN(IOO) , PALO (100)
OTMFNS








































































































CO"MOM/RAO/GE c r ( ^ ) «
.TEE (100) ,FHV(20) , NHV , NY . C? . I Y
no .QRYPHIOO)
1 00) ,XMOL
FHVCC^O) , AHV (50) »AHVL (20)
C4,FLG,CS,FLG1
, DELTA, FL1.FL2 '
'
rPS(M) .Nil (20) ,ND(70) ,FF (70) , RAMP (70)
I •'•!)• 1 0» «F2 (100,10) ,HVL(70) ,F.P,K2,K1.
IT 01 .W^T.R 1,1(100,1 '» ,GMIN()00,10) .GPLII (1 On , 1 0) .IAEO
NICNd "I)
PRFSMO.M
H H d O O )
7HLM1 J-.7)
OT^FNSION ORY P<IO. )
Y<(100)
I YCON,
XNC3H ,XNC4H (40) . XNHC^M40) ,XNC?H2(40)





T 6 ( 1 ) = T F X
LOMGRTT=0
PUT1 ?=10"
DO ?2^ 1=1. NY
S A C ( i ) = OALC t i t
+ P A L N ( I ) + ° A L O ( I )
PALH(T)=100.-(12.'tDALCd) »14.»PALN(I) +16.«PALO(]
TF (PALCd) .LT.l .'^ -03) °ALHd)=0.0
?? CONTINUF
4 00 ?0 1=1,NY
PPFSS=PRFS(I)
TFdQPT.FO.?) GO TO 7




APPENDIX A - Continued
C OTVFN H, GET T




TF < T 3 ( 2 > .LT.fcnon.) GO TO 9
C
C HIGH TFMDFRATURE i"4LCULATION
C
U°<?>=PALH<I )
4 t _ P < ? ) =P4LC<I )
4 |_P<4 ) =P4LN(I)
A L P < 5 ) = P A L O ( I )
4 L D < 1 ) = A L P < 3 ) * A i_ .p (4 ) * A L P < 5 ) + A L P ( 2 )
IT = ]
T T X V = - l
CALL HTFST ( I T X . I T X V . l )
T T X V = I T X
CALL FEMD (rH.FLP»'OPT)




C LOW TFMPF.RATURF. .
C
9 TTSV=-1
T T = 1
S ( _ D f l t =PSLH( I>
CALL LTFST ( ITS, I TSV, 1 )
ITSV=ITS
CALL FFMO (IHFLP» IOPT)CALL LTEST dTStimv.a)
I7W=1







31 IF (ThPLP.EQ.Ol GO TO 11
C
C fpROR IN FEMP
C
WRITE (6.1 10) I,PRESS,HS*TR(1 ) .T8(2)
HO PQRMATdOHlFFMP Hl.FW* II 0 ,4F20 .6)
STOD
C
c ^ACK TO (i?) JUST ONE TiMe...uoop COULD OC.CUPF
c




C CH^CK FOP HIGH OR I OW TF.MP CALCULATION!
C . ..THPN COMPUTE N>". DENSITIES
C
1 3 IF (TJW.FO.?! GO T -i IS
( I 1 =f>..0
FI_UT fMMT <<* } , W 3 ( 0 ) ,RHO)
) =FLUT(HMT ( 10> « W 3 ( 1 0 ) ,RHO)
i =FLUT(9MT < 11) , W 3 < 1 1) «RHO)
<NHCMf I) =FLUT(RMT (1^ ) .MO ?) .RHO)
XNC?H?( I )=FLUT( t<MT ( 13) , W ? ( 1 3 ) ,RHO>
XMM ( 1 . T) =0.0
X N i W ( ? , I ) = FLUT (rt T ( 6 ) « W 3 ( f > ) ,PHO)
60




X N N ( ? » I) =0.0
xNiNi (4 , t ) = FLUT (6-
X M V ( S , T ) = 1 . 0
<NN(6 , I>= Fl_UT(h
X N N ( 7 , I > = FLUT(h
XNM«.I> = FL'IT(B
X M M d O . J ) = FHJT<
XMMd 1 tll"= F L U T ( " M T ( 1 )
x N M f i ?t n = FLUT (•-•<! (7>
'
<«) ,RHO>
, W 3 < 3 ) ,PHO)
(41 , W 3 < 4 ) .RHO)
(15) , W 3 ( 1 5 > ,RHQ)
(14') , r t3<14) ,RHO)
««n3 (2) .RHO)
» W 3 ( 1 ) .RHO)
. w3 (?> .RHO>
GO TO 19
IS XN\ i (1 . I )=
XNHP(T )=FLUT
<NC2H(I )=0.0
XNC3H( I )=0 .0
»RHO)
RHO)( B - T ( 6 )
> , W 3 ( 3 )
) =0.0
) =n.n
XNM(?,I)= FLUT (M -IT (8) .W3(?() .RHO)
XMN(3.T)= FLI.'T(^MT (7) »W3(7)
XNN(4.T)= FLUT(H-^T(5) «W3(5)
XNM(S.I) = FLUKPM T (f)) ,W3(6) »RHO) +FLUT(RMT (7) ,W3(7)
1FLUT (^MT(11 ) ,W3<1 )) ,RHQ) +XNHP(I)
XMM(6.I)=0.0
X N N ( 7 . T ) = fL I IT( r i ' : T(9) ,W3(P ) .RHO)
XM\ ' (8 , I )= F L U T ( B ' i T ( 1 0 ) . W 3 ( 1 0 ) .RHO)
XN\i<9. I ) =0.0
XNM'I o,n" = n.n
X N M ( U «T )"= FLUT ( ^ M T ( & ) ,W3(4 ) .RHO)
XMN (!?,!)"= FLUTI ^"T (?) . W 3 ( 3 ) .9HO)
X M M ( ) 3,11 = FLUT( - (MT( I 1) » W 3 ( 1 I ) .RHO)
XNNd<4,n=FLIJT(BMT (12) , W 3 ( 1 2 ) ,RHO)
SPT r,uFSS FOK TEMP. . . APPLIES ONLY IF IOPT=8
19 T8(?>=TFFd)
fnq
IF ( KUT.FO.l ) G'i TO 20
DRJKJT FFMP CALCULATIONS
WPTTF (6.109)
FO"MAT(14HO PATH LENGTH, 4X.
iqHPPFSSURF..3X,l 1HTFMPFRATURE ,4X . 8HF.NTHALPY .SX .7HDENSI TY)









X dft) =XNC3H(I1 /XT
Xd7)=XMC4H(I) /XT
X (1 B) =XNHCN(I) /XT
X(19)=XNC2H2(l)/Xi
X (?P) =XNHP(I)/XT
WRTTF (6,900) (X ( I) t J=l t?0)
P FORMAT (SX14HMOLF FRACTIONS /6X , ?HO» , 1 OX . 1HO. 1 3X ,2HN» . 1 IX. 1HN. 11 X,
1 1HF,l3x,?HO?,12X.5HN2 / 6X,3HC0.10X.2HH?.1?X,2HC2.10X,2HCN,11X.






APPENDIX A - Concluded
IF (T^An.FO.O) GO TO 193P





-TF(FL51 .F-Q.O. ) GO TO 60
^ULT. FACTOP5 HY FOP FLUX CALCULATIONS
62
60
00 61 1=1, NHV
AHVL ( T)=AHVL( t ) *3. 1416
00 6? 1=1 ,NIHVC






« - , . , + , , H - , .
13HWOL, .7X.4HKU) »-<X,5HHV(I) tinx»4HF (I) . 11X,6HGAM(I) )
FO"MAT(t4,F)2.3,?P 1 4. 3, 1 1 ?,F12. 3, I9,F1 4. 3, IP?F 16.2)




1C? = IC1 + NH(I)
T C 1 = T C 1 » 1
V R T T F (6.12?) I.F-
1 MO ( T C I ) .HVLdCl ) «
IF ( T C I .FO. 1C?) GO
i W ( I ) , FHVP( I ) . F H V M ( I ) .
F (Id ) » G A M P ( I C 1 )
TO 30
NU ( I ) . WOL ( I )' .
00 ?S J=IC3,IC?
?= WOITF (6,124) NO (J).HVL(J). FF(J), GAMP(J)
30 IC1=IC2
1066 CON'TINUF








ORYP(L) =ORYPC (I Y) »OKYPL <IY)
300 COWTTMUF
IF (F|_r,] .FO.0.0) ^CTUPN
00 4?4 1=1, NHV




00 *5 1=1 ,NY
DALC(I)=.1?»PALC( ')
OALN< T) = .14»PALN( ( ^

































































































































































































I, I, I, I,
I , I, I , I,

































, I, I, I, I
1, I, I, I,









I, I, I, I














































0.1E+01, 0.1E*01, 0.1E+01, 0.1E+OU 0.1E+01, 0.1£*01»
0.99E+00, 0.98E*00, 0.96E+00, 0.9E*00, 0.66E+00, 0.2E+00,
0.1E-01, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. I, I, I, I,
I , T ,
I , I ,
I , I ,
I , I ,
I , I ,
I , I ,
1 , 1 , 1
I, I ,
, I, I, I, T, 1, I,
, I, I, I. I, I, I,
, I, I, I, I, I. I,
, I, I, I, I, 1, I,
, I , I , I». I , I , I ,
, I , I, I , I , I , I ,







, I, I, 1, I,
, I, I, I, I,
, I, I, I, I,
, I, I, I, I,
, I, I, I, I,
, I, I, I, I,
, I, I, I, I ,
, I , I, I.
, I, 1, I,
, I, I, I,
. I , I , I'















In this appendix, the output for the calculation described in appendix B is given.
First, identification of the case is printed out. After completion of the iterations the
flow profiles are given, after which the equilibrium composition profiles are output by
RATRAP. Only a sample of the composition profiles are shown here. Finally, the pro-
file of the radiation flux vector is printed out. The output is given as follows:
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APPENDIX C - Continued
TOTAL QMINUS = 0.
TOTAL GPLUS = 20.7296E+02
TOTAL QMINUS = 56.8029E-09
TOTAL QPLUS = 21.0752E+02
TCTAL GMINUS = 29.7649E-07
TOTAL QPLUS = 21.2869E+02
TOTAL QMINUS = 16.8581E-05
TOTAL QPLUS = 21.08 12E + 02
TOTAL QMINUS = 11.5100t-03
TOTAL QPLUS = 20.68UE+02
TOTAL QMINUS * 77.6169E+00
TOTAL QPLUS = 22.1093E+02
TOTAL QMINUS = 54.7567E+01
TOTAL QPLUS = 24
TOTAL QMINUS = 11.5258E+02
TCTAL CPLUS = 27
TOTAL CMINUS = 18.3072E+02
TOTAL QPLUS = 28.2948E+02
TOTAL QMINUS = 26.9051E+02
TOTAL QPLUS = 27.4797fc+02
TOTAL QMINUS = Al.3077E+02
TOTAL QPLUS = 0.
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LANGLEY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE ITR1
Language: FORTRAN
Purpose: To solve the single equation of the form x = f(x) for one real root by the
Newton- Raphson iteration method.
Use: CALL ITR1 (X, DELTX, FOFX, El, E2, MAXI, ICODE)
X An initial guess supplied by the user. On a normal return to the calling
program from ITR1, X contains the root.
DELTX An increment supplied by the user so that f (x + PEj-.T_X) " f (x) is aDciLi I.X.
reasonable approximation to the derivative of f (x).
FOFX A function subprogram to evaluate f (x).
El Relative error criterion.
E2 Absolute error criterion.
MAXI A maximum iteration count supplied by the user.
ICODE An integer supplied by ITR1 as an error code. This code should be
tested by the user on return to the calling program.
ICODE = 0: Normal return.
ICODE = 1: Maximum iteration exceeded.
ICODE = 2: Derivative =- 0.
Restrictions: A function subprogram with a single argument x must be written by the
user to evaluate f (x). The name given to the FOFX subprogram must appear in an
EXTERNAL statement in the calling program.
Method : The Newton-Raphson iteration technique (ref. (a) of this subroutine) is
used where
xn+l = % + (! - q) f(xn)
a- 1
_f(xn) - f(xn_i)
a — -xn " xn-l
71
APPENDIX D - Concluded
Accuracy: The iteration process is continued until either of two convergence criteria









|f(xn) - xn |^ (2)
Reference: (a) Scarborough, James B.: Numerical Mathematical Analysis, Fourth ed.,
Johns Hopkins Press, 1958, p. 192.
Storage: 137g. locations.
Subroutine date: August 1, 1968.
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APPENDIX E
LANGLEY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE FTLUP
Language: FORTRAN
Purpose: Computes y = F(x) from a table of values using first or second order
interpolation. An option to give y a constant value for any x is also provided.
Use: CALL FTLUP (X, Y, M, N, VARI, VARD)
X The name of the independent variable x
Y The name of the dependent variable y = f (x)
M The order of interpolation (an integer)
i M = 0 for y a constant as explained in the NOTE below.
M = 1 or 2. First or second order if VARI is strictly increasing
(not equal).
M = -1 or -2. First or second order if VARI is strictly decreasing
(not equal).
N The number of points in the table (an integer).
VARI The name of a one-dimensional array which contains the N values of
the independent variable.
VARD The name of a one-dimensional array which contains the N values of
the dependent variable.
Note: VARD(I) corresponds to VARI (I) for I = 1, 2 , . . . , N. For M = 0 or
N <1, y = F(VARI(1)) for any value of x. The program extrapolates.
Restrictions: All the numbers must be floating point. The values of the independent
variable x in the table must be strictly increasing or strictly decreasing. The
following arrays must be dimensioned by the calling program as indicated: VARI(N),
VARD(N).
Accuracy: A function of the order of interpolation used.
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References: (a) Nielson, Kaj L.: Methods in Numerical Analysis. The Macmillan Co.,
c.1956, pp. 87-91.
(b) Milne, William Edmund: Numerical Calculus. Princeton Univ. Press,
c.1949, pp. 69-73.
Storage: 430g locations.
Error condition: If the VARI values are not in order, the subroutine will print "TABLE
BELOW OUT OF ORDER FOR FTLUP AT POSITION xxx TABLE IS STORED IN
LOCATION xxxxxx" (absolute). It then prints the contents of VARI and YARD and stops
the program.
Subroutine date: September 12, 1969.
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LANGLEY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE DISCOT
Language: FORTRAN
Purpose: DISCOT performs single or double interpolation for continuous or discontinuous functions.
Given a table of some function y with two independent variables, x and z, this subroutine performs
Kxth- and Kzth-order interpolation to calculate the dependent variable. In this subroutine all single-
line functions are read in as two separate arrays .and all multiline functions are read in as three
separate arrays; that is,
Yj (3 = 1 ,2 , . . ., M)
zk (k= 1, 2, . . . ,N)
Use: CALL DISCOT (XA, ZA, TABX, TABY, TABZ, NC, NY, NZ, ANS)
XA The x argument
ZA The z argument (may be the same name as x on single lines)
TABX A one-dimensional array of x values
TABY A one-dimensional array of y values
TABZ A one-dimensional array of z values
NC A control word that consists of a sign (+ or -) and three digits. The control word is formed
as follows:
(1) If NX = NY, the sign is negative. If NX * NY, then NX is computed by DISCOT as
NX = NY/Nz, and the sign is positive and may be omitted if desired.
(2) A one in the hundreds position of the word indicates that no extrapolation occurs above
zmax. With a zero in this position, extrapolation occurs when z > zmax. The zero
may be omitted if desired.
(3) A digit (1 to 7) in the tens position of the word indicates the order of interpolation in
the x-direction.
(4) A digit (1 to 7) in the units position of the word indicates the order of interpolation in
the z-direction.
NY The number of points in y array
NZ The number of points in z array
ANS The dependent variable y
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The following programs will illustrate various ways to use DISCOT:
CASE I: Given y = f(x)
NY = 50
NX (number of points in x array) = NY
Extrapolation when z > zmax
Second-order interpolation in x-direction
No interpolation in z-direction
Control word = -020
DIMENSION TABX (50), TABY (50)
1 FORMAT (8E 9.5)
READ (5,1) TABX, TABY
READ (5,1) XA
CALL DISCOT (XA, XA, TABX, TABY, TABY, -020, 50, 0, ANS)
CASE II: Given y = f(x,z)
NY = 800
NZ = 10
NX = NY/NZ (computed by DISCOT)
Extrapolation when z > zmax
Linear interpolation in x-direction
Linear interpolation in z-direction
Control word =11
DIMENSION TABX (800), TABY (800), TABZ (10)
1 FORMAT (8E 9.5)
READ (5,1) TABX, TABY, TABZ
-READ (5,1) XA, ZA
CALL DISCOT (XA, ZA, TABX, TABY, TABZ, 11, 800, 10, ANS)




Extrapolation when z > zmax
Seventh-order interpolation in x-direction
Third-order interpolation in z-direction
Control word = -73
DIMENSION TABX (800), TABY (800), TABZ (10)
1 FORMAT (8E 9.5)
READ (5,1) TABX, TABY, TABZ
READ (5,1) XA, ZA
CALL DISCOT (XA, ZA, TABX, TABY, TABZ, -73, 800, 10, ANS)
CASE IV: Same as Case in with no extrapolation above zmax. Control word = -173
CALL DISCOT (XA, ZA, TABX, TABY, TABZ, -173, 800, 10, ANS)
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Restrictions: See rule (5c) of section "Method" for restrictions on tabulating arrays and discontinuous
functions. The order of interpolation in the x- and z-directions may be from 1 to 7. The following
subprograms are used by DISCOT: UNS, DISSER, LAGRAN.
Method: Lagrange's interpolation formula is used in both the x- and z-directions for interpolation. This
method is explained in detail in reference (a) of this subroutine. For a search in either the x- or
z-direction, the following rules are observed:
(1) If x < Xp the routine chooses the following points for extrapolation:
X
'
x > - • - > x a n d y
(2) If x > xn, the routine chooses the following points for extrapolation:
xn-k'xn-k+l ..... xn and yn-k'Vk+l' • • - yn
(3) If x = xn, the routine chooses the following points for interpolation:
When k is odd,
V^i-M,!" ' -x1.M+k and V*±l'yi-*±Ui" • "yi-*±Uk
When k is even,
x
 k,x , , . . .,x . and y .,y k , . . ., y k
i.| i-|+l i-f+k i-f i-|+l i-f+k
(4) If any of the subscripts in rule (3) become negative or greater than n (number of
points), rules (1) and (2) apply. When discontinuous functions are tabulated, the indepen-
dent variable at the point of discontinuity is repeated.
(5) The subroutine will automatically examine the points selected before interpolation and if
there is a discontinuity, the following rules apply. Let x^ and x , j be the point of
discontinuity.
(a) If x g x^, points previously chosen are modified for interpolation as shown:
xd-k>xd-k+i' • • - xd ^ yd-k-yd-k+i ..... yd
(b) If x > x ,, points previously chosen are modified for interpolation as shown:
xd+l'xd+2' ' ' ' jXd+k and yd+l'yd+2> ' ' •» yd+k
(c) When tabulating discontinuous functions, there must always be k + i points above
and below the discontinuity in order to get proper interpolation.
(6) When tabulating arrays for this subroutine, both independent variables must be in
ascending order.
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(7) In some engineering programs with many tables, it is quite desirable to read in one
array of x values that could be used for all lines of a multiline function or different
functions. Even though this situation is not always applicable, the subroutine has been
written to handle it. This procedure not only saves much time in preparing tabular
data, but also can save many locations previously used when every y coordinate had
to have a corresponding x coordinate. Another additional feature that may be useful
is the possibility of a multiline function with no extrapolation above the top line.
Accuracy: A function of the order of interpolation used.
Reference: (a) Nielsen, Kaj L.: Methods in Numerical Analysis. The Macmillan Co., c.1956.
Storage: 555Q locations.o
Subprograms used: UNS 40g locations.
DISSER 110Q locations,o
LAGRAN 55g locations.
Subroutine date: August 1, 1968.
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